In this paper we explore two important issues, processor allocation and the use of hash lters, to improve the parallel execution of hash joins. To exploit the opportunity of pipelining for hash join execution, a scheme to transform a bushy execution tree to an allocation tree is rst devised. In an allocation tree, each node denotes a pipeline. Then, using the concept of synchronous execution time, processors are allocated to the nodes in the allocation tree in such a way that inner relations in a pipeline can be made available approximately the same time. Also, the approach of hash ltering is investigated to further improve the parallel execution of hash joins. Extensive performance studies are conducted via simulation to demonstrate the importance of processor allocation and to evaluate various schemes using hash lters. It is experimentally shown that processor allocation is in general the dominant factor to performance, and the e ect of hash ltering becomes more prominent as the number of relations in a query increases.
Introduction
In recent years, parallel database machines have drawn a considerable amount of attention from both the academic and industrial communities due to their high potential for parallel execution of complex database operations A query plan is usually compiled into a tree of operators, called a join sequence tree, where a leaf node represents an input relation and an internal node represents the resulting relation from joining the two relations associated with its two child nodes. There are three categories of query trees: left-deep trees, right-deep trees, and bushy trees, where left-deep and right-deep trees are also called linear execution trees, or sequential join sequences. Examples of the three forms of query trees are shown in Figure 1 . A signi cant amount of research e orts has been elaborated upon developing join sequences to improve the query execution time. The work reported in 30] was among the rst to explore sequential join sequences, and there have been several results reported for sequential join sequences 14] 18] 33] 34]. The bushy tree join sequences, on the other hand, did not attract as much attention as sequential ones until very recently. This can be in part explained by the reasons that in the past the power/size of a multiprocessor system was limited, and that the query structure used to be too simple to require further parallelizing as a bushy tree. It is noted, however, that these two limiting factors have been phased out by the rapid increase in the capacity of multiprocessors and the trend for queries to become more complicated nowadays 38], thereby justifying the necessity of exploiting bushy trees. As a result, it has attracted an increasing amount of attention to explore the use of bushy trees for parallel query processing. A combination of analytical and experimental results was given in 16] 31] to shed some light on the complexity of choosing left-deep and bushy trees. An integrated approach dealing with both intra-operator and inter-operator parallelism was presented in 21] , where a greedy scheme taking various join methods and their corresponding costs into consideration was proposed. A two-step approach to deal with join sequence scheduling and processor allocation for parallel query processing was devised in 6]. Several query plans in processing multi-join queries in a shared-nothing architecture were investigated in 27]. In addition, experimental studies on evaluating various query plan generation strategies were conducted in 36].
Among various join methods, the hash join has been the focus of much research e ort and reported to have performance superior to that of others, particularly because it presents an oppor- . A pipeline of hash joins is composed of several stages, each of which is associated with one join operation that can be executed, in parallel, by several processors. Though pipelining has been shown to be very e ective in reducing the query execution time, prior studies on pipelined hash joins have focused mainly on heuristic methods for query plan generation. Most of the prior work on query plan generation, such as static right-deep scheduling, dynamic bottom-up scheduling 29], and segmented right-deep trees 5], resorted to simple heuristics to allocate processors to pipeline stages. Also, due to the shared-nothing architecture assumed, prior methods mainly dealt with memory as a constraint for the execution of pipelined hash joins. Little e ort was made to take processing power into consideration and optimize processor allocation. It has been shown that for sort-merge joins, the execution of bushy trees can outperform that of linear trees, especially when the number of relations in a query is large 6]. However, as far as the hash join is concerned, the scheduling for an execution plan of a bushy tree structure is much more complicated than that of a right-deep tree structure. Particularly, it is very di cult to achieve the synchronization required for the execution of bushy trees such that the e ect of pipelining can be fully utilized. This is the very reason that most prior studies on pipelined hash joins focused on the use of right-deep trees.
In this paper we explore two important issues, processor allocation and the use of hash lters, to improve the parallel execution of hash joins. Clearly, to execute a given query, processors should be allocated in such a way that the query execution time is minimized. Also, the technique of hash ltering can be employed to further reduce the query execution time 1 . Note that to exploit the opportunity of pipelining for hash join execution, one would naturally like to identify and execute a group of hash joins in the bushy tree in a way of pipelining. However, it can be seen that such regrouping of joins, while taking advantage of pipelining, makes the execution dependency 2 in the bushy tree intractable, which in turn causes the problem of processor allocation much more complicated. To remedy this, we rst devise in this paper a scheme to transform a bushy execution tree to an allocation tree in which each node denotes a pipeline. Then, using the concept of synchronous execution time 6], processors are allocated to the nodes in the allocation tree in such a way that inner relations in a pipeline can be made available approximately the same time, thus solving the execution dependency for the parallel execution of pipelined hash joins. In addition, the approach of hash ltering is investigated to improve the query execution time. Note that depending on the cost and the bene t of hash lters, there are various schemes to determine the hash lter generation. Extensive performance studies via a detailed simulation are conducted to demonstrate the importance of processor allocation and to evaluate di erent schemes using hash lters. Among all schemes for hash ltering evaluated, the one to build hash lters for inner relations only emerges as a winner. It is experimentally shown that processor allocation is in general the dominant factor to performance, and the e ect of hash ltering becomes more prominent as the number of relations in a query increases.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries are given in Section 2. Schemes for processor allocation and hash ltering are described in Section 3. Performance studies on various schemes are conducted in Section 4 via simulation. This paper concludes with Section 5.
Preliminaries

Notation and Assumptions
We assume that a query is of the form of conjunctions of equi-join predicates. We use jR i j to denote the cardinality of a relation R i and jAj to denote the cardinality of the domain of an attribute A.
As in most prior work on the execution of database operations, we assume that the execution time incurred is the primary cost measure for the processing of database operations. Also, we focus on the execution of complex queries 33], i.e., queries involving many relations. Notice that such complex queries can become frequent in real applications due to the use of views 38]. The architecture assumed in the performance study in Section 4 is a multiprocessor system with distributed memories and shared disks containing database data. A pipeline of hash joins is composed of several stages, each of which is associated with one join operation. The relation in a hash join that is loaded into memory to build the hash table is called the inner relation, while the other relation, whose tuples are used to probe the hash table, is called the outer relation. The inner relations of a pipeline are the inner relations of its stages. The outer relation of a pipeline is de ned to be the outer relation of its rst stage. The execution of a pipeline of hash joins consists of two phases: (1) the table-building phase, and (2) the tuple-probing phase. In the table-building phase, the hash tables of the inner relations are built using hash functions on join attributes. In the tuple-probing phase, tuples of the outer relation are rst probed, one by one, against the entries in the hash table of the rst stage using the corresponding hash function. If there are matches, the resulting tuples are generated, and then sent to the next stage for similar processing. Pipelining has two major advantages. First, I/O costs are signi cantly reduced, since only the output tuples of the last join would need to be written to disk. The output relations of the intermediate joins need not even exist as whole tables in memory. Second, the rst tuples of the resulting relation (i.e., the output relation of the last join) can be produced earlier, not only reducing the response time perceived by the end user, but also enabling application programs to start processing query results earlier. The execution of one pipeline is given in Figure 2 for illustration, where nine processors are allocated to execute a pipeline of three stages.
Both CPU and I/O costs of executing a query are considered in this paper. CPU cost is determined by the pathlength, i.e., the total number of tuples processed multiplied by the number of CPU instructions required for processing each tuple. A parameter on CPU speed (i.e., MIPS) is used to compute the CPU processing time from the number of CPU instructions incurred. I/O cost for processing a query is determined by disk service time per page multiplied by the total number of page I/O's. By doing such, we can appropriately vary the CPU speed to take into consideration both CPU bound and I/O bound query processing, and study the impact of processor allocation and hash ltering in both cases. A detailed performance model on the cost of hash joins and system parameters used is given in Section 4. In addition, we assume for simplicity that the values of attributes are uniformly distributed over all tuples in a relation and that the values of one attribute are independent of those in another. Thus, the cardinalities of resulting relations of joins can be estimated according to the formula used in prior work 6]. In the presence of data skew 37], we only have to modify the corresponding formula accordingly 10].
The E ect of Hash Filters
A hash lter (HF) built by relation R i on its attribute A, denoted by HF R i (A), is an array of bits which are initialized to 0's. Let R i (A) be the set of distinct values of attribute A in R i , and h be the corresponding hash function employed. The k-th bit of HF R i (A) is set to one if there exists an a 2 R i (A) such that h(a) = k. Similar to the e ect of semijoins, it can be seen that before joining R i and R j on their common attribute A, probing the tuples of R j against HF R i (A) and removing non-matching tuples will reduce the number of tuples of R j to participate in the join. The join cost is thus reduced. An illustrative example of the use of hash lters can be found in Figure 3 , where an HF R 1 (B) is built by R 1 and applied to R 2 , with the corresponding hash function h(b i )= i mod 5. It can be veri ed that after the application of HF R 1 (B), R 2 is reduced to the one given in Figure  3b , thus reducing the join cost of R 1 1 R 2 . In this paper, we shall develop an e cient scheme to interleave a bushy execution tree with hash lters to minimize the query execution cost for hash joins. Let HF R i (A)!R j denote the application of a hash lter generated by R i on attributed A to R j . Note that the reduction of R j by HF R i (A)!R j is proportional to the reduction of R j (A).
The estimation on the size of the relation reduced is thus similar to estimating the reduction of projection on the corresponding attribute. Let i;A be the reduction ratio by the application of HF R i (A), and the cardinality of R j after HF R i (A)!R j can be estimated as i;A jR j j. Clearly, the determination of i;A depends on the size of a hash lter since, as shown in Figure 3 , di erent attribute values may be hashed into a same hash entry. 
Parallel Execution for Pipelined Hash Joins
In this section, we shall rst derive a processor allocation scheme and then introduce methods to generate hash lters for a bushy execution tree.
Processor Allocation for Bushy Trees Using Hash Joins
As mentioned earlier, to exploit the opportunity of pipelining for hash join execution, one has to identify and execute a sequence of hash joins in the bushy tree in a way of pipelining. However, such regrouping of joins makes the execution dependency in the bushy tree intractable. Consequently, we shall rst transform a bushy execution tree to an allocation tree where each node denotes a pipeline. Then, using the concept of synchronous execution time 6], processors are allocated to the nodes in the allocation tree. Explicitly, to minimize idleness of processors, the idea of synchronous execution time is to allocate processors for join execution judiciously so that inner relations in a pipeline can be made available approximately the same time.
To transform a bushy tree to an allocation tree, we rst identify the groups of joins in the bushy tree that could be pipelined. Then, an allocation tree can be obtained from the original bushy tree by merging each group of joins together. For example, suppose we determine seven groups of joins to be pipelined as shown in Figure 4 . By merging each pipeline in Figure 4 into a single node, we obtain the corresponding allocation tree as given in Figure 5 . Next, we determine the number of processors allocated to each node (pipeline) in the allocation tree in the manner of top down. Clearly, all processors are allocated to the pipeline associated with the root in the allocation tree, say S 1 in Figure 5 , since it is the last pipeline to be performed. Those processors allocated to the pipeline on the root are then partitioned into several clusters which are assigned to execute the pipelines associated with the child nodes of the root in the allocation tree in such a way that those pipelines can be completed approximately the same time. In other words, processors are so allocated that input relations for the root pipeline, say S 1 in Figure 5 , can be available about the same time to facilitate the execution of S 1 . The above step for partitioning the processors for the root is then applied to all internal nodes in the allocation tree in a top down manner until each pipeline is assigned with a number of processors. Speci cally, de ne the cumulative execution costs of a node in the allocation tree as the sum of the execution costs of all pipelines in the subtree under that internal node. Let S i be a pipeline associated with a node in the allocation tree T A , and C(S i ) be the set of child nodes of S i in T A . Denote the cost of executing S i as W(S i ). Then, the cumulative execution cost of the node with S i , denoted by CW(S i ), is determined by,
Note that the cumulative execution cost of each node can be determined when the original bushy tree is built bottom up. Then, it is important to see that to achieve the synchronous execution time, when partitioning the processors of a node into clusters for its child nodes, one has to take into account the \cumulative execution costs" of the child nodes, rather than the \execution costs" of the pipelines associated with the child nodes. Denote the set of processors allocated to perform the pipeline S x as P(S x ), and use #P(S x ) to represent the number of processors in P(S x ). With S x being a child node of S i , we have, #P(S x ) = d#P(S i ) CW(S x ) P S j 2C(S i ) CW(S j ) e: (3) Formally, the processor allocation scheme based on an allocation tree can be described below.
Algorithm G: Allocating processors to a bushy tree utilizing pipelined hash joins.
Step 1: A join sequence heuristic is applied to determine a bushy execution tree T.
Step 2: From the given bushy tree T, determine the corresponding allocation tree T A by merging relations in each pipeline together.
Step 3: Based on Eq.(2), determine the cumulative workload of each node in T A in a bottom up manner.
Step 4: Using Eq.(3), allocate processors to each node in T A in a top down manner.
For an illustrative purpose, given a total of 32 processors, a possible processor allocation for the allocation tree in Figure 5 is shown by a set of numbers labeled next to nodes in the tree. As mentioned earlier, these numbers are so determined that all child nodes (pipelines) of each internal node can be completed approximately the same time. An example scenario for the execution of the bushy tree in Figure 4 is given in Figure 6 , where the shaded area corresponds to the idleness of processors. It is worth mentioning that when the number of processors passed to an internal node in a lower level of the tree is too few to be further partitioned for e cient execution of pipelines, sequential execution for the pipelines in its child nodes could be employed for a better performance. Note that the method described above determine the inter-pipeline processor allocation to execute pipelined hash joins. Clearly, how to distribute processors among many stages within a pipeline is also an important issue, whose discussion is beyond the scope of this paper. Readers interested in processor allocation within a pipeline are referred to 19].
Interleaving a Bushy Execution Tree with Hash Filters
To further improve the parallel execution of hash joins, we would like to employ hash lters to reduce the cost of each individual join. Note that since the content of each relation may change after every database update, precomputed hash lters may become obsolete before any real use. Also, hash lters of interest depend on the joins to perform. We thus produce hash lters right before their use. Also, a hash lter has to be received in time for its processing, which is, however, di cult to achieve due to the nature of parallel execution of hash joins. It can be seen that based on the processor allocation in algorithm G we have S j 2 C(S i ) ) P(S j ) P(S i ), meaning that a pipeline in a higher level of the allocation tree will be executed by those processors allocated to its o spring. This feature indeed resolves the timing constraint described above, since under such processor allocation, a hash lter received late can still be applied to a later pipeline which is executed by the same cluster of processors, thus avoiding incurring any transmission for hash lters among processors. Obviously, there are many methods conceivable to generate hash lters. For example, a straightforward method is to generate and apply hash lters to the bushy tree rst and then to proceed the normal execution. Such a scheme is termed \early generation" (denoted by EG) in what follows, whose algorithmic form can be described below.
Algorithm EG: Interleaving a bushy tree T with hash lters.
HF Sender: for each leaf node R i in T /* Let R i be a relation in pipeline S j . */ begin Let J att be the set of all join attributes in R i .
if ( The rst conditional statement in HF Sender to set up J att assures that only necessary hash lters will be generated and applied to other relations. Also, it can be seen that a relation will be scanned at most once to build HF's for attributes in J att . Every relation, after receiving and utilizing all its lters, starts its normal operations. Clearly, depending on the cost and the bene t of hash lters, there can be many schemes to determine the hash lter generation. To provide more insights into the approach of hash ltering, extensive simulation will be conducted in Section 4 to evaluate various schemes using hash lters. Owing to the nature of hash joins, instead of being generated in advance, hash lters can be built together with the hash join operations to reduce the overhead associated. Speci cally, hash lters from inner relations are built in their table-building phases and those from outer relations are built in their tuple-probing phases. Such an approach will be referred to as scheme CG, where CG stands for \complete generation." Also, as will be evaluated in Section 4, hash lters can be generated from inner relations only to reduce the cost of hash lter generation while attaining the desired reduction e ect. This alternative is denoted by IG, standing for \inner relation generation." The conventional approach without using hash lters, denoted by NF (i.e., \no hash lters"), will also be implemented for a comparison purpose.
Performance Study
In this section, we describe the simulation model and results of experiments that we have conducted to study the relative performance of various processor allocation and hash ltering (HF) schemes described in Section 3. The architecture assumed in this study is a multi-processor system with distributed memories and shared disks containing database data. This study also assumed that a processor activates one I/O process for every relation scan to read its portion of the relation from disk. Our goal was to evaluate the performance of processor allocation and hash ltering schemes in a variety of complex query environments. In the following, the performance model used to evaluate the bene t of di erent processor allocation and hash ltering schemes is rst described in Section 4.1. Parameters used in the experiments are then given in Section 4.2. Finally, simulation results are presented and analyzed in Section 4.3.
Model Overview
The performance model consists of three major components: Request Generator, Compiler, and Executor. Request Generator is responsible for generating query requests as follows. The number of relations in a query is determined by an input parameter, sn. Relation cardinalities and join attribute cardinalities are determined by a set of parameters: R card , carv, f d (R), A card , attv, and f d (A). Relation cardinalities in a query are computed from a distribution function, f d (R), with a mean, R card , and a deviation, carv. Cardinalities of join attributes are determined similarly by A card , attv, and f d (A). There is a predetermined probability, p, that an edge (i.e., a join operation) exists between any two relations in a given query graph. The larger p is, the larger the number of joins in a query will be. Note that some queries so generated may have disconnected query graphs. Without loss of generality, only queries with connected query graphs were used in our study, and those with disconnected graphs were discarded. Compiler takes a query request from Request Generator and produces a query plan in the form of a bushy tree. The bushy plan tree is determined by the minimum cost heuristic described in 6] that tries to perform the join with the minimal cost rst.
Executor traverses the query plan tree and carries out join operations in parallel according to join sequence determined by the Compiler. Depending upon the hash ltering schemes simulated, hash lters of join attributes are generated at di erent stages of query execution. Hash lters are always generated from base relations, but they can be applied to base relations as well as to intermediate relations. After being generated, a hash lter is sent to all nodes (processors) that will perform join operation on the pipeline containing corresponding relation. For every hash lter received, it is applied to the corresponding base relation if the lter is received before the start of the relation scan. Otherwise, a received lter may be applied to the intermediate relation generated at the end of a pipelined join operation. In the worst case, a hash lter may not be received in time for applying to either base or intermediate relation. In this case, the hash lter will be discarded (is wasted).
In pipelined hash join operation, a tuple from outer relation can probe successively hash tables of multiple inner join relations in the same pipeline and a pipelined join operation will not start until all inner relations of the pipeline have completed building hash tables in memory. To minimize processor idle time and thus maximize the performance bene t of parallel execution of a query, processors should be allocated to join nodes such that the table-building phase of all inner relations of a pipeline are completed approximately at the same time. To achieve this, the number of processors allocated to a join node is determined in a top down manner and the processors assigned to the parent node are divided among the child nodes according to the cumulative execution costs of the child nodes. In our simulation model, processor allocation is done as part of query compilation to simplify coding of the simulation model. Therefore, a query plan node in our experiment also contains the number of processors allocated to execute the node, in addition to the information about join relations, join attribute, join method, etc. In practice, allocation of processors to a join node can be deferred to runtime to provide more exibility.
Two schemes for assigning processors to join nodes are studied in this paper. With the rst scheme, the cumulative execution cost is computed for every node of the query plan tree generated by the Compiler. Processors are then allocated to execute a query plan node according to the cumulative execution cost of the node. In this scheme, the cumulative execution cost of a node is computed as the sum of the execution cost of joining the relations associated with its two child nodes plus the cumulative execution costs of its two child nodes. The cumulative execution cost of a leaf node is de ned to be the cost of scanning the base relation. Henceforth, we shall refer to this as BOT (standing for Based on the Original Tree) processor allocation scheme. With the second scheme, a query plan tree is rst transformed to a new tree, termed allocation tree , by lumping (join) nodes within each pipeline together to form a node of the new tree. Cumulative workload is then computed for each node of the allocation tree and processors are allocated to nodes based on the allocation tree (henceforth referred to as BAT scheme).
Our model computes both CPU and I/O costs of executing a query. Without loss of generality, we assume that each node (processor) has large enough physical memory to hold hash tables of all inner relations of a pipeline in memory at the same time (i.e., bucket over ow will not occur). But, the intermediate relation generated by a completed pipelined join operation is assumed to always be written to disks. When an intermediate relation is to be used by a later (pipelined) join operation, it is read from the disks and, at the same time, the hash table corresponding to the next join attribute is built in memory.
The number of CPU instructions executed to read and write a page of data from and to disk is assumed to be I read and I write , respectively. The cost of extracting a tuple from a page in memory is assumed to be I tuple while the cost of building and probing hash tables is determined by the total number of tuples processed multiplied by the number of CPU instructions per tuple needed for table-building (I build ) and tuple-probing (I probe ). The total CPU cost of building a hash table in memory for a relation of N tuples, including the cost of reading the relation from disks and that of extracting tuples from pages, is thus equal to I read N=p size + I tuple N + I build N, where p size is the number of tuples per page. And the CPU cost of carrying out the tuple-probing phase of a join operation, assuming the outer relation size of N p tuples, is equal to I probe N p , which is independent of the inner relation size N. To execute a pipeline of n joins, the total CPU cost is then equal to to N p n+1 =p size I write instructions, which are added to the CPU cost listed above for all pipelined join operations except the one that the head of the pipeline is the same as the root of the query plan tree.
The CPU processing time for executing a query is obtained by dividing the total number of CPU instructions per query by the CPU speed, P speed . By separating the pathlength per query and the CPU speed, we have the exibility of varying the CPU speed to make a query execution either CPU bound or I/O bound, and studying the impact of using hash lters in both cases.
I/O cost for reading (writing) a relation of N tuples is determined by disk service time per page, t pio , multiplied by the total number of page read (written). To execute a pipeline of n joins, n + 1 relations are read from disks and the total I/O cost for reading relations is thus equal to n X i=0 N i =p size t pio :
The intermediate relation generated by a pipelined join is always spooled to disks except the one that is generated by the pipeline containing the root of the query plan tree. This increases the I/O cost by an amount of N p n+1 =p size t pio . As before, N p n+1 denotes the size of the result relation generated by the n-th (last) join of the pipeline.
For schemes that generate and apply hash lters, the CPU cost of generating a hash lter from a relation of size N is computed by multiplying I hash by N while the cost of applying a hash lter to a relation of size N is computed by multiplying I apply by N. Where I hash is the number of CPU instructions required to generate a hash value from an input tuple and set the corresponding bit in the hash lter, and I apply is the number of instructions needed to check whether an attribute value of a tuple has a match in the lter, and if that bit is set, adds the tuple to a temporary relation to be joined later. Note that hash lter generation phase can be combined with the base relation scan for join operation, thus avoiding I/O overhead in hash lter generation (the IG and CG schemes). On the other hand, if all hash lters are generated in a separated phase, prior to the start of the rst join operation of the query (the EG scheme), N=p size additional I/O's per relation are required. Also note that, in our simulation model, hash lters are implemented as bit-vectors and can in general t in memory, thus minimizing extra I/O's required for maintaining them. 
Parameter Setting
We select queries of ve sizes, i.e., queries with 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 relations. This set of selections covers a wide spectrum of query sizes ranging from a simple three way join to a more than twenty way join. For each query size, 500 query graphs were generated, and as mentioned in Section 4.1, only queries with connected query graphs are used in our study.
To conduct the simulation, 2], 8], 15], and 28] were referenced to determine the values of simulation parameters. Table 1 summarizes the parameter settings used in the simulation. The number of processors in the system is set to 32 and the speed of the processor is assumed to be 3 MIPS. The number of CPU instructions for reading (I read ) and writing (I write ) a page is set to 5000 while those for extracting a tuple from page in memory is set to 300. Applying hash function to an attribute to build either hash table or hash lter is assumed to take 100 instructions each while probing hash table or probing hash lter to lter out non-matching tuples is assumed to consume 200 instructions each. Each page is assumed to contain 40 tuples and disk service time per page (both read and write) is assumed to be 20 milliseconds. The size of a relation varies from 700K to 1300K tuples while each attribute has from 600K to 1000K distinct values. Finally, the distribution functions for relation cardinality and attribute cardinality are both assumed to be uniform.
Simulation Results
In the simulation program, which was coded in C, the action for each individual relation to go through join operation, as well as hash lter generation and application, was simulated. For each query in the simulation, four hash ltering schemes, i.e., NF (no lter), EG (early generation), IG (inner generation) and CG (complete generation), were applied to execute the query, and the CPU cost, I/O cost as well as total response time for each scheme was obtained.
The experiment was carried out in two stages. In the rst stage, we studied the relative performance of di erent processor allocation schemes. Speci cally, we wanted to explore the bene t, in terms of reduction in query response time, of allocating processors to join nodes based on allocation tree (BAT) in a multi-processor database environment. In the second stage, we xed the processor allocation scheme to BAT and ran a set of experiments to study the relative performance of the four di erent hash ltering schemes.
Alternative Processor Allocation Schemes Experiment 1: Performance of Processor Allocation Schemes
In the rst experiment, both attv and carv were set to 100K and the number of processors was set to 32. The number of processors allocated to execute a join node is determined by either BOT or BAT. Figure 7 shows the average response time of the queries for the NF method using either BOT or BAT processor allocation schemes. We deliberately turned o hash lter application in this set of experiments to demonstrate the importance of processor allocation in multi-processor database systems. In this gure, the ordinate is the response time in milliseconds while the abscissa denotes the number of relations in a query. As illustrated in Figure 7 , response time with BAT is signi cantly lower than that with BOT in all queries evaluated. Using BOT processor allocation scheme, average response time for a join query involving four relations (sn = 4) is about 354 seconds while it is 3874 seconds for the case of sn = 20. When a query plan is rst transformed to an allocation tree and processors are allocated to join nodes based on the allocation tree, the average response times for sn = 4 and sn = 20 were cut to 147 seconds and 1235 seconds, respectively. This is an improvement of more than 50% for query with sn = 4 and improvement of about 70% for sn = 20.
This experiment shows that the BOT processor allocation scheme, which was demonstrated to provide superior performance with sort-merge and nested-loop join methods 6], does not perform well with pipelined hash join method. This is because, with pipelined hash join, a join operation does not start until hash tables of all inner relations of the pipeline are materialized in memory. Therefore, it is best to allocate processors to join nodes such that all inner relations are materialized 2,000,000 3,000,000 4,000,000
Number of relations in a query Cost (millisecond)
Original tree Allocation tree Figure 7 : The response time for the NF scheme.
around the same time (and thus minimize processor idle time). The BAT processor allocation scheme takes this into consideration and assigns processors to join nodes accordingly. As a result, the BAT scheme performs signi cantly better than the BOT scheme in our experiments.
Experiment 2: Impact on HF Schemes
In this experiment, we xed the number of relations in a query to 12 (sn = 12) and ran one simulation for each HF scheme described in Section 3. carv and attv were again set to 100K each and the number of processors in the system was set to 32. This experiment was intended to study how each HF scheme performs under di erent processor allocation schemes. Figure 8 shows the results of this experiment. With BAT processor allocation scheme, the response time of the query is signi cantly lower than that with BOT across all HF schemes. Speci cally, the response time is reduced by about 66% with NF and EG and by about 69% with IG and CG when the processor allocation scheme is changed from BOT to BAT. Figure 8 also shows that, with both allocation schemes, IG and CG perform comparably well and both perform better than EG and NF. EG produces moderately higher response time than either IG or CG while NF has the worst response time. time consumed by the query while the fourth column is the time that processors are idle, waiting for peers to complete preceding join operations. The %-of-RPT column shows the fraction of total response time that is due to processor waiting for peers to nish and thus idle. For comparison purpose, the table includes in the last column the percentage of response time that a processor is idle when BOT is used. Table 2 indicates that, with BAT, processor synchronization (waiting time) contributes (on average) less than 12% to the total response time while it contributes more than 70% in the case of BOT.
Performance of HF Schemes
In the second stage of our simulation study, processor allocation scheme was xed to BAT (unless indicated otherwise). Our goal was to study the e ectiveness of alternative HF schemes for queries with varying complexity. As described in Section 2, the EG scheme generates hash lters from all base relations before the start of actual join operation and then applies hash lters to base relations during join operations. This scheme provides the maximum reduction e ect of hash ltering because all hash lters are available (and thus can be applied) before the start of any join operation. But, it also incurs the highest overhead because it needs to go through one extra round of disk I/O to read the base relations from disks in order to generate the hash lters. IG was designed to minimize the overhead associated with the hash lter generation while CG was designed to maximize the e ects of hash ltering. With IG, hash lters are generated from inner base relation only and they are generated at the time when inner relations are read from disks to build in memory hash tables. Consequently, no extra I/O are incurred and thus the overhead of applying hash lter is minimized. With CG, hash lters are also generated from all base relations. But unlike EG, CG generates hash lters from a relation when the relation is to be joined next and thus no extra I/O's are incurred. However, because hash lters from outer relations are not generated until the relations are to be joined next, they are generally not received in time for applications by partner relations. As a result, the number of of hash lters generated with CG is equivalent to that with EG, but the number of hash lters applied per query is signi cantly less with CG.
Experiment 3: Low Variance, carv=100K and attv=100K
In this experiment, relation cardinality ranges from 900K to 1100K tuples while attribute cardinality ranges from 700K to 900K. The average CPU cost, I/O cost, and response time for this experiment are shown in Figures 9, 10, and 11 , respectively, where AT stands for allocation tree. In these gures and all following gures, the ordinate is the response time in milliseconds while the abscissa denotes the number of relations in a query. Figures 9 and 10 show that with 3 MIPS CPU, these queries using the pipelined hash join method are I/O bound. The 20 ms page I/O time setting assumes no prefetching or disk bu ering (e.g., reading one track at a time). The experiment also assumes that one I/O process is activated on each processor for every relation scan. Note that this experiment could become CPU bound if disk bu ering or parallel I/O strategy (activate multiple I/O processes per processor for every relation scan) was used. Figure 9 shows that applying hash lters results in a slightly higher CPU cost with the CG methods than with NF while it results in a signi cantly higher CPU cost with the EG method. IG consumes approximately the same amount of CPU resource as NF. This experiment shows that, with respect to CPU cost, the bene ts of applying hash lter (size reduction) is overshadowed by the cost of generating and applying hash lters with both EG and CG across all queries evaluated. This is because, without bucket over ow, the CPU cost of a hash join is linearly proportional to the size of two input relations. In the simulation, we assume that intermediate relations are not spooled to disks except at the end of a pipelined join and that bucket over ow does not occur. Consequently, the bene t of reduction in intermediate relation size shows up only at the end of a pipelined join, resulting in lower bene t of applying hash lter. If more intermediate relations are spooled to disks, the bene t of applying hash lter will be much higher. Figure 10 shows that applying hash lters results in a slight performance improvement in I/O cost when sn is small (sn 8). The improvement increases signi cantly as the number of relations in a query increases. This is because the number of pipelines increases as sn increases and, as explained in the foregoing paragraph, the bene t of size reduction thus becomes more prominent. It can also be seen from Figure 10 that CG performs the best among all schemes evaluated while NF is outperformed by all other schemes. As previously described, neither CG nor IG incurs any I/O overhead in generating and applying hash lters. Because more hash lters are generated and likely more hash lters are applied with CG, the size of intermediate relations, on average, is likely to be smaller with CG than with IG. Consequently, CG provides the lowest I/O cost among all schemes evaluated while IG the second lowest. For EG, it applies more hash lters than all other schemes and thus provides the maximum reduction e ect. However, it scans the base relations one extra time to build the hash lters. As a result, the total I/O cost with EG is lower than that with NF, but higher than either IG or CG. Figure 11 shows that, except in the case of sn = 4, total query response time can always Figure 12 : The average response time for each scheme based on BOT processor allocation.
be reduced by applying hash lters. When sn =4, neither IG nor CG shows any performance improvement or performace degradation over NF. With EG, however, the response time increases by about 21% compared to that with NF. When sn = 20, the response time is reduced, related to NF, by more than 20% with either IG or CG while the improvement is about 3% with EG. The result clearly demonstrates that either IG or CG is an e ective means for reducing response time of complex query execution using the pipelined hash join method, especially when sn is large. The experiment also shows that the extra system resource consumed by EG outweighs the bene t of size reduction when sn 8. When sn is greater than 8, EG also shows performance improvement over NF, but the reduction in response time is limited to less than 5%.
For reference, Figure 12 shows the response time of the queries for each HF schemes using the BOT processor allocation scheme. As indicated in the gure, IG remains to be the best scheme evaluated and the improvement over NF in response time is about 15% when sn = 20. Compared to Figure 11 , Figure 12 shows that the bene t of applying hash lter is lower with BOT. This is because, with BOT, processor idle time (waiting for peers to complete preceding join operations) contributes to a signi cant portion of the total response time and, as a result, the saving in join execution time by applying hash lter becomes less dominant. In this experiment, we increased the variance of relation cardinality from 100K to 300K and the variance of attribute cardinality from 100K to 200K. By changing the variances of relation and attribute cardinalities, the e ectiveness of hash lters on hash based join operations with varied cardinalities can be studied. Figures 13, 14 , and 15 show, respectively, the CPU cost, the I/O cost, and the response time for each scheme. Similar to Figure 9 , Figure 13 shows that EG consumes the most CPU resource while NF and IG the least. On the other hand, Figure 14 shows that, except when sn = 4, NF consumes the most disk resource while CG the least. Overall, as indicated in Figure 15 , when sn > 4, both IG and CG generate noticeable performance (response time) improvement over NF. When sn = 20, applying hash lters can improve the response time by more than 20% with the IG scheme. Compared to the results in Experiment 3, these three gures indicate that the e ectiveness of applying hash lter is very stable when the variances of relation cardinalities and attribute cardinalities increase. As before, this experiment shows that IG is the best scheme among all schemes evaluated while CG is a close second.
Conclusions
In this paper we explored two important issues, processor allocation and the use of hash lters, to improve the parallel execution of hash joins. To exploit the opportunity of pipelining for hash join execution, a scheme to transform a bushy execution tree to an allocation tree was rst devised. Also, the approach of hash ltering has been investigated to further improve the parallel execution of hash joins. Extensive performance studies have been conducted to demonstrate the importance of processor allocation and to evaluate various schemes using hash lters via simulation. Among all schemes for hash ltering evaluated, the one to build hash lters for inner relations only emerged as a winner. It was experimentally shown that processor allocation is in general the dominant factor to performance, and the e ect of hash ltering becomes more prominent as the number of relations in a query increases. It is worth mentioning that a query optimizer in general realizes a query plan according to some estimations. If those estimations are later found to be very far from execution results, re-generation of query plans will be needed. How to determine a re-generation criterion is a problem of practical importance and a matter of our future study.
